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HUMANS AS A COMPOSITE SUBSTANCE I 
 
“We will argue that human persons are identical to immaterial substances, namely, to 
souls.” (122) 
 
I. Nature of Freedom and Agency 
 

A. Clarifying the issues and options 
1. Free will vs Determinism 
2. Compatiblism vs Libertarianism 

 
B. General comparison 

1. Compatiblism – all human actions just “happenings” explainable in 
deterministic terms 

2. Libertarianism – human actions result of active principle and thus not 
explainable in deterministic terms 

3. Conditions of libertarianism 
a. p is a substance that has the active power to bring about e 
b. p exerts active power as a first mover to bring about e 
c. p has the categorical ability to refrain from exerting active power to bring 

about e 
d. p acts for the sake of a reason, which serves as the final cause for which p 

acts 
 

Notes: 1-3 sufficient and necessary reasons for pure voluntary act; 1-4 
sufficient and necessary reasons for intentional act 

 
C. Four areas of comparison between compatiblism and libertarianism 

1. The ability condition: “a free choice, then, is one where a person can will to do 
otherwise.” 

a. On compatibilism: possible alternative must be expressed as 
hypothetical: “Freedom is one’s willing to act on one’s strongest 
preference.” 

b. On libertarianism: possible alternatives real possibilities, require 
categorical ability to act; no reference to desire required 

2. The control condition: p must be in control of the act itself 
a. On compatiblism: agent in control if causal chain “runs through” agent 

in appropriate way (such that the action is caused by prior states in the 
agent herself) 

b. On libertarianism: only first-movers (not intermediate movers) are 
sources of control 

3. The rationality condition: act is intentional 
a. On compatiblism: intentionality is explained by efficient causality, 

where desires cause actions efficiently by serving as causal states 
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b. On libertarianism: intentionality is explained by final causality, where 
desires cause actions finally by serving as the sake of acts 

4. Causation 
a. On compatibilism: cause-effects are passive (cf. material passivism) 

and best expressed in the passive voice 
b. On libertarianism: cause-effects are active (cf. vitalism) and best 

expressed in the active voice 
 

“From an external [naturalist] perspective, then, the agent and everything about 
him seems to be swallowed up by the circumstances of action, nothing of him is 
left to intervene in those circumstances. This happens whether or not the relation 
between action and its antecedent conditions is conceived as deterministic. In 
either case we cease to face the world and instead become parts of it; we and 
our lives are seen as products and manifestations of the world as a whole. 
Everything I do or that someone else does is part of a larger course of events 
that no one “does,” but that happens.” (131) 

 
D. Basic and non-basic actions 

1. Basic actions – roughly, mental and bodily actions; are accomplished in and 
of themselves 

2. Non-basic actions – complex of basic actions; are accomplished by doing 
something more basic (e.g., getting in the car and driving to the store to buy 
milk); requires action plans 

 
II. Assessing the Key Philosophical Arguments 

A. Four Arguments in Favor of Libertarianism 
1. Fundamental awareness of and belief about ourselves and our actions 

a. Self-movement (cf. coercion vs influence) 
b. Pure voluntary acts (e.g., acts from no preference) 
c. Enduring of self through deliberation (esp. for non-basic actions) 

2. “Akrasia” or weak-willed action: the failure to act on strongest desires, 
or acts contrary to strongest desires (e.g., smoking) 

3. Causal deviancy: Compatiblist account of free will can be satisfied 
without an act being free (e.g., nervous spy knocks over cup) 

4. The transitivity of causality or control: Compatibilist account of free will 
implies agents are not in control of their actions 

B. A problem: libertarian freedom is unintelligible – if agents cause violations, 
what does the agent do to cause the volition? If an event, does that need a 
cause (ad infinitum)? Possible solutions: 

1. Agent does nothing to cause volitions – volitions are not produced by a 
power, but are basic acts of agents, where the agent is one relatum, 
the act another, and the temporal aspect a third. 

2. Agent exercises a power they have by virtue of being agents – no 
change in agent (an exercise of power) is necessary before producing 
a volition. 
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3. Impossible to “agent-cause” someone to cause something (thus, the 
objection is meaningless) 

 
III. Substance Dualism and Free Agency 
 

A. Substance Dualism best accounts for free agency 
B. Two strategies for not accepting substance dualism in light of free agency 

1. Ignore metaphysical implications 
2. Claim ignorance of matter’s potentiality for producing free agency, but 

consider following principles: 
a. AP: Active power supervenes on a properly structured brain at the 

time the agent exercises libertarian agency 
b. B: The sufficient brain-state for AP to obtain 
c. S: At time t, property AP supervenes on B 
d. N: Np and N (if p, then q) entails Nq. 
e. M: Agents do not have libertarian power over their microphysical 

states or the brain states that supervene upon them 
f. C: No state of affairs x can metaphysically necessitate some state 

of affairs y if y is causally relevant to the obtaining of x 
C. Immaterial substances best explanation of libertarian agency 
D. Immaterial substances with the power of libertarian agency best understood as 

souls or spirits 
 

“In conclusion, if we are to hold that man is governed by moral oughts, and that human 
performance or failure of performance of these yields moral responsibility, it would seem 
that we must reject the monistic view of man, for on this view both of these appear to be 
impossible because man is not free. This, I believe, constitutes a most serious objecton 
to this view of the nature of man.” (155) 


